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SUMMARY

Numerical simulation aspects, related to low Reynolds number free boundary viscous �ows at micro
and mesolevel during the resin impregnation stage of the liquid composite moulding process (LCM),
are presented in this article. A free boundary program (FBP), developed by the authors, is used to track
the movement of the resin front accurately by accounting for the surface tension e�ects at the boundary.
Issues related to the global and local mass conservation (GMC and LMC) are identi�ed and discussed.
Unsuitable conditions for LMC and consequently GMC are uncovered at low capillary numbers, and
hence a strategy for the numerical simulation of such �ows is suggested.
FBP encompasses a set of subroutines that are linked to modules in ANSYS. FBP can capture the

void formation dynamics based on the analysis developed. We present resin impregnation dynamics in
two dimensions. Extension to three dimensions is a subject for further research. Several examples are
shown and e�ciency of di�erent stabilization techniques are compared. Copyright ? 2004 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Liquid composite moulding (LCM) is a class of processes in which continuous �bres that
provide the reinforcement are placed and held stationary by compacting them in a mould
cavity, which is in the shape of the part to be manufactured, and a thermoset resin is
injected into the mould to cover the empty spaces between the �bres. These continuous �bre
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Fiber tow 

Figure 1. Top view of �bre preform consisting of woven �bre tows (each �bre tow contains 3000
individual �bre �laments). Photograph on the left and a schematic on the right.

reinforcements are called �bre preforms and consist of bundles of 2000–5000 �bre �laments,
commonly known as �bre tows. The �bre tow is usually millimetres in diameter and consists
of �laments of about 7–20 �m in diameter. Fibre tows are usually knitted, woven or stitched
together as shown in Figure 1.
LCM processes include resin transfer moulding (RTM) and vacuum assisted resin transfer

moulding (VARTM), which are the most commonly used methods to manufacture polymer
composites. In RTM, the fabrics are cut and placed in a mould, the mould is closed and a
thermoset resin of viscosity of the order 100 times that of water is injected through an opening
known as an injection port or gate. The goal is to saturate every empty space between the
�bre �laments with the resin, before the resin starts to gel and cure. Once the curing process
is complete, the composite part is de-moulded (i.e. mould is opened and part is removed). If
the resin fails to saturate certain regions of a �bre tow, these regions are called dry spots and
if the resin partially �lls a �bre tow, leaving small regions of the �bre �laments uncovered by
resin, they are known as microvoids. In principle, no �bre surface should be left uncovered,
because dry spots and microvoids serve as sites for initiation of cracks or moisture absorption,
which will seriously compromise the properties of the manufactured composite [1].
In most cases, the resin viscosity has a limited ‘time window’ when its value is low. This is

accomplished by adding an inhibitor to the resin. Once the inhibitor is consumed, the curing
reaction initiates and the resin molecules crosslink, which substantially increases the viscosity.
From the manufacturing viewpoint, one would like the resin to �ll the spaces between the
�bres before initiating the curing process, because the resin viscosity increases rapidly with
degree of cure and high viscosity will slow down or arrest resin �ow, creating voids and dry
spots. Hence, the understanding of the �uid mechanics and the free surface movement of the
resin encompassing the �bre �laments and the �bre tows is crucial to address the issue of
avoiding dry spots and microvoids.
The �ow of resin into a mould containing �bre preforms can be modelled as �ow through

porous media. The mould is usually a few millimetres thick and may be a few metres long
and wide. Hence, most researchers model this �ow on a macroscale with Darcy’s law and
calculate the average resin velocities to advance the �ow in the middle surface of the mould.
This ‘macro�ow’ usually requires one to specify average spatial permeability values of the
porous media. It does not explicitly take into account the �ow around individual �bre �la-
ments or inside a �bre tow. In reality, although ‘macro�ow’ can generally track the overall
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Figure 2. Schematic cross sectional view of �bre preform: �1 = typical pore size of microscopic domain,
L1 = characteristic microscale length; �2 = typical pore size of mesoscopic domain, L2 = characteristic

mesoscale length; �1��2; L1�L2.

�lling of the mould and predict possible un�lled regions, it is incapable of providing
details about microvoids and partially �lled tows. This di�culty arises because as seen from
Figure 2, the �bre preform consists of dual scale pores. The larger pores between the wo-
ven �bre tows (inter-tow spaces) are of the order of the tow diameter which is usually few
millimetres, whereas the pores between every �bre �lament within a tow (intra-tow spaces)
are of the order of the �bre diameter which is few micrometres [2–9]. Therefore, in the
terminology of homogenization techniques, except a characteristic dimension of the mould
identifying the macroscale, two other characteristic dimensions of di�erent orders can be
found, corresponding then to the meso and the microscale (Figure 2). The �uid mechanics on
a single �bre strand level is typically called as micro�ow, whereas the �ow around a �bre
tow is usually described by what is coined as meso�ow. To model �ow at this scale requires
one to address issues of local velocity, speci�c boundary conditions between the �bre tow
surface and the resin, and also introduce the role of surface tension and capillary pressure in
the �ow physics.

2. MACROFLOW ANALYSIS

Resin impregnation or in�ltration is usually modelled as a liquid �owing slowly through a
porous medium and assumptions of no gravity e�ects, a sharp �ow front and a quasi steady-
state process (i.e. steady-state condition is ful�lled at each time step) are generally adopted
for the macrolevel �lling. Therefore, mass conservation along with Darcy’s law are used
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Figure 3. Formation of the transition region in plane of a sample.

as exact homogenization results for macrolevel analysis to formulate the governing equation
describing the resin pressure in the saturated section of the mould [10, 11]. The resin �ow
can be simulated with this physics in large and complex moulds using numerical methods to
describe the resin impregnation dynamics. The most common method used is based on �nite
element=control volume (FE=CV) approach [12, 13]. The mould geometry is discretized with
�nite elements and a control volume is associated with each element or node. A �ll factor
is connected with each control volume that indicates the fraction of the control volume �lled
with the resin. The governing equation is solved only for those elements that have a non-zero
�ll factor associated with them. The solution is used to update the �ll factors, which changes
the resin volume in the mould and consequently the domain over which the equation needs to
be solved. This procedure is repeated until all the control volumes are �lled with resin. The
history of the �ll factors exempli�es the history of the resin impregnation into the mould. The
limitation of this method is that the �ll factors in these simulations correspond to a sharp �ow
front (regions containing the �uid have impregnated all the �bre tows completely and regions
ignored by the solution have no resin at all). In reality, because of the dual scale pores, there
can be a large region, in which the inter-tow pores are �lled, but the �bre tows themselves
are not yet completely saturated due to their low permeability; or on the contrary, sometimes
�bre tows in�ltration can be advanced when compared to the inter-tow spaces, because of
the strong capillary action. Both scenarios result in a partially saturated region, formed along
the macroscopic �ow front or in the neighbourhood of dry spots, known also as a transition
region, as seen from Figure 3 [2].
In order to capture this partially saturated region, one could model resin advancement

by introduction of a new variable, saturation s, which modi�es the continuity equation into
[14–16]:

�
@s
@t
=− ∇ · vD(s) (1)

where � is the porosity of the �bre preform de�ned as �= |V p|=|V |, s = |V f |=|V p| (V is
the representative volume, V p is the pore space of this volume and V f is the part of V p

�lled by the resin), t is the time, ∇ stands for the spatial gradient and Darcy’s velocity vD is
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the phase averaged velocity de�ned as vD = 〈v〉=(1=|V |) ∫V f v dV and related to the intrinsic
phase average vf = 〈v〉f = (1=|V f |) ∫V f v dV by vD(s)= s�vf (s), where v is the local velocity.
Implementation of Equation (1) is di�cult, therefore as an alternative approach, modi�ed
Darcy’s law was suggested by Muskat [17]. Although Equation (1) is adopted by several
authors, Darcy’s law is rarely adapted as in Reference [17], see also Reference [14]. An
e�ective (instead of absolute K) permeability tensor Kef should be used, because the �ow
is not yet stabilized in the transition region. Also surface tension in�uence, represented by
macrolevel (homogenized) capillary pressure, can be important in the vicinity of the �ow front
region. In summary, two more functions, relative permeability k(s) and macroscopic capillary
pressure Pc(s), both being functions of saturation, must enter into the analysis [17, 18] and
modify Darcy’s law into

vD(s)=− k(s)
�
K · ∇(P(s) + Pc(s)) (2)

where � is the resin viscosity, e�ective permeability Kef (s) = k(s)K (for anisotropic cases
it is more accurate to use K efij = kij(s)Kij (no sum), kij ∈ [0; 1], kij(0)=0 and kij(1)=1) and
P(s) is the intrinsic phase average of the local hydrodynamic pressure P= 〈p〉f =pf with the
property P(s)= spf (s). Homogenized capillary pressure Pc(s) is a macroscopic analogue of
the microscopic pressure pc, it obeys Pc(1)=0 and unlike pc, it acts in the full transition
region without being dependent on the actual ‘front curvature’. Although the negative sign of
the homogenized capillary pressure Pc(s) is usually omitted, we use it with the correct sign
to be consistent with the microlevel value. It can be de�ned as Pc = 2�〈H 〉, where H is the
mean curvature and � is the resin surface tension. In order to apply gradient in Equation (2),
also functional dependence of saturation on spatial variable x must be known. Equations (1)
and (2) reduce to the steady-state formulation in the fully saturated region, i.e. for s=1.
Pc(s) and k(s) must enter macroscopic analysis as known data; therefore they must be

determined elsewhere, experimentally or by exploiting homogenization techniques applied
to the resin progression results from micro and=or mesolevel. The work of Han [19] with
experimental values adopted from other research �elds for Pc(s) and k(s) can be named
among the earlier attempts to implement Equation (2) in the RTM process. Our objective is to
develop a model, and incorporate it into a simulation, that will predict with su�cient accu-
racy resin progression at the micro and mesolevel and consequently will allow development
of methodologies for determination of relative permeability and macroscopic capillary pres-
sure by homogenization techniques. Additional bene�ts from such formulation are that one
can determine the requirements on resin properties and process conditions for favourable �ll-
ing without the danger of void formation. One can also detect possible �lling anomaly that
originates at the microlevel and cannot be represented at the macrolevel �lling simulation
with macroscopic variables.
The numerical modelling of the governing equations for the free boundary at the micro and

mesolevel was incorporated as a set of subroutines in a commercial software ANSYS and will
be called as free boundary program (FBP). The predictions from FBP have been published
for microlevel �lling along with methodologies for relative permeability and homogenized
capillary pressure determination under some limitations in Reference [20]. Currently, FBP can
handle two-dimensional mesolevel �lling, its e�ciency of calculation was improved by inclu-
sion of several stabilization techniques, improving not only the speed of calculation but also
the accuracy of the solution. The aim of this paper is thus description of FBP methodology,
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discussion of its numerical aspects and presentation of strategies and techniques for modelling
of low capillary number �ows.
Not much work has been done in the modelling of free boundary viscous �ows at the

microlevel and especially at the mesolevel of the RTM manufacturing process. Considering the
importance of multi-scale modelling in composites manufacturing, it is crucial to understand
and include the in�uence of micro and mesolevel scales in the process moulding. Many free
boundary �ows simulations, available nowadays in other �elds of research, are applicable to
inviscid �uids. Hele–Shaw approximation of thin cavity viscous �ows, which is adopted in
injection moulding simulations, is not appropriate for RTM micro or mesolevel applications.
Three-dimensional simulations of free boundary viscous �ows as developed in Reference [21]
are exploiting �nite di�erences (and not FE) and are therefore not applicable to mesolevel
�ows and capillary action in�uence. Multi-scale simulations as described in References [22, 23]
are suited for macrolevel �lling and also do not account for the surface tension contribution.
Popular method of smoothed particle hydrodynamics is di�cult to apply in our case because
of the crucial role of the boundary conditions and the viscosity value importance. Tracking of
the free boundary by VOF (volume of �uid method [24]) has not been also applied to RTM
mesolevel analysis yet. To our knowledge only simulations by the Lattice Boltzman method
[25] can handle transient mesolevel �lling but require a very di�erent approach. However, due
to the numerical stability of the Lattice Boltzman method, no homogenized capillary pressure
was included in �bre tows, but instead the surface tension in�uence at the same level as in
inter-tow spaces was used. In comparison, FBP can deal with any level of capillary pressure
inside �bre bundles.
Many authors claim that �uid �ow analysis in RTM manufacturing process should be

coupled with thermal analysis and cure kinetics e�ects, because resin viscosity is a strong
function of temperature and degree of cure, however, no results of real processes are available
to support this fact. Obviously, resin properties and process characteristics can be set for
the numerical simulation in a way to make this in�uence signi�cant. On the other hand,
actual control of the injection process during manufacturing maintains the mould temperature
at a constant value, in order to keep the resin viscosity constant and preferentially at its
lowest value. For real resins, especially developed for RTM injection as RTM6 or PR500,
the strongest resin viscosity dependence can be modelled as a function of time, which can be
achieved in numerical simulations by allowing for variable viscosity without coupling �ow
and thermal analysis. We present therefore our studies under isothermal conditions, although,
in our approach thermal e�ects inclusion does not introduce any complications.

3. MICROLEVEL ANALYSIS

Resins especially developed for RTM processes usually belong to the group of incompressible
Newtonian liquids, corresponding �ow in RTM applications has low Reynolds number, gravity
can be omitted and by adopting the common restriction to quasi steady-state process, one must
solve Stoke’s problem [26] in the currently �lled domain �tk at each discretized time tk :

∇ · v=0 and ∇p=��v in �tk (3)

where v and p are local velocity vector and pressure, � is the resin viscosity and �=∇ · ∇.
When �bres are rigid, impermeable and stationary during injection, the following boundary
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Figure 4. Schematic of �ow domain with designations related to Equations (3)–(5).

conditions, under a usual omission of air pressure, must be ful�lled (Figure 4):

At the resin front : �vt = 0 and �vn − p≈−p=−pc =− 2�H at 	rtk (4a)

At the fibre boundary : v= 0 at 	ftk (4b)

At the inlet : v = v0 or p = p0 at 	in (4c)

where �v is viscous stress tensor, n stands for the outer unit normal vector to the free front,
�vn and �

v
t are intrinsic normal and tangential components of the viscous stress vector at the

boundary 	rtk , pc is local capillary pressure given by Young–Laplace equation [27] included in
Equation (4a), H is the mean curvature and � is the resin surface tension. The inlet velocity,
v0, and the inlet pressure, p0, represent imposed boundary conditions. Besides Equation (4),
contact angle must be formed at the resin front-�bre contact point (	rtk ∩	ftk ). Other boundary
conditions such as symmetry or periodicity are related to the particular problem under con-
sideration (Figure 4). Additional condition to move the resin front yields from free surface
equation, stating that normal velocity at the free surface is equal to the velocity of this sur-
face outer normal, which in our case reduces to the boundary condition to be imposed on 	rtk ,
known as free boundary kinematic condition [26, 28, Chapter 13]

Df
Dt

=
@f
@t
+ v · ∇f=0 at 	rtk ; (5)

where f(x(t); t)=0 is an implicit function, where graph describes the moving front 	rtk , and
x is spatial variable. Initial position of 	r0 can be assumed identical with 	

in for v= v0 or
parallel with 	in in small distance for p=p0. Either the former or the latter assumption does
not in�uence the �nal �ow fronts pattern.
FBP is concerned with the moving �ow front, which requires results extraction for a current

time tk , determination of the new resin front position 	rtk+1 at tk+1, stabilization of this new
front, application and stabilization of boundary conditions at 	rtk+1 according to Equation (4a),
application of other boundary conditions stated in Equations (4b) and (4c) and adjustment of
the contact angle, if required. The numerically discretized version of the governing equation
of the free surface and the proposed methodology is implemented as subroutines, written by
FORTRAN, Maple and APDL (Ansys Parametric Design Language), in ANSYS. Then the
base analysis, in this case Stoke’s problem, is solved by ANSYS CFD FLOTRAN module.
This procedure is repeated at each time step. FBP has to deal with the usual problems of
moving mesh algorithms with re-meshing of the currently �lled domain at each time step,
like boundary identi�cation, preventing normal crossing, free boundary looping, etc.
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Figure 5. Flow front approximation and local co-ordinate systems de�nitions.

To describe the details in two-dimensions, one must �rst, at each frontal point at a current
time, xitk = �xi1; tk ; xi2; tk �, extract local velocities and create a local co-ordinate system (called
1-lcs as shown in Figure 5), where the �ow front is locally approximated by a smooth cir-
cular or elliptical curve, which includes two adjacent points, xi−1tk and xi+1tk . Whether circular
or elliptical approximation is used, depends on the lengths d= ‖xi+1tk − xi−1tk ‖=2 and e=
‖xitk − (xi+1tk + xi−1tk )=2‖, which are introduced and explained in Figure 5. This permits one
to de�ne uniquely the outer normal vector to the �ow front. Next, a second local co-ordinate
system is created (2-lcs) with the origin at the point under consideration xitk and axes aligned
to the tangential, xt , and the outer normal vector, xn, with respect to the approximating curve.
The �ow front is described locally at the time tk by f(x(t); t)= xn − g(xt ; t)=0 with respect
to the 2-lcs, which modi�es Equation (5), expressed at the point under consideration, i.e. for
xit; tk =0 and x

i
n; tk =0, into

(
Df
Dt

)∣∣∣∣
(xit; tk=0; x

i
n; tk
=0; t=tk )

=
(
@g
@t
+ vn − vt @g@xt

)∣∣∣∣
(xit; tk=0; x

i
n; tk
=0; t=tk )

=
(
@g
@t
+ vn

)∣∣∣∣
(xit; tk=0; x

i
n; tk
=0; t=tk )

= 0 (6)

since (
@g
@xt

)∣∣∣∣
(xit; tk=0; x

i
n; tk
=0; t=tk )

= 0

Then the new position of the point under consideration is determined as

xin; tk+1 = x
i
n; tk +�x

i; �
n; tk = �tkv

i
n; tk+� = (tk+1 − tk)vin; tk+� (7a)

and

xit; tk+1 = x
i
t; tk =0 (7b)
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Figure 6. Front shape and outer normals (on the left) and curvature values (on the
right) obtained analytically (continues line for curvature value) and from the two distinct

approximations for part of a circumference.

Figure 7. Front shape and outer normals (on the left) and curvature values (on the
right) obtained analytically (continues line for curvature value) and from the two distinct

approximations for second-order polynomial expression.

where the meaning of the symbol �∈ [0; 1] will be explained later on. The smooth curve
approximation as described above is repeated, now for the new front 	rtk+1 , and the surface
curvature is determined locally at each point in order to calculate the capillary pressure, which
is then imposed as a piece-wise linear function at each frontal line. Finally, other boundary
conditions are applied and the base analysis is solved by ANSYS CFD FLOTRAN in the
updated domain �tk+1 .
When d¿e, the circular approximation according to Figure 5 is strongly preferable to other

types of approximations, as it is justi�ed in Figures 6 and 7. In these �gures a comparison of
front shape, outer normal and curvature value is presented, when solved analytically and when
obtained by the approximations described above. In each frontal point the condition d¿e is
ful�lled, however, both kinds, circular as well as elliptical approximations, are used for the

sake of comparison. As analytical functions, part of circumference y=
√
3
2 −

√
1− (x + 1

2)
2,
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Figure 8. Front progression along �bre surface: (a) without and (b) with the
in�uence of the contact angle � formation.

x∈ [0; 0:5] (Figure 6) and second-order polynomial expression y= x2, x∈ [0; 2] (Figure 7)
were chosen. It is seen that there are almost no di�erences in front shapes and outer normals
between the analytical values and the two distinct approximations, while, curvature values are
strongly in�uenced by the kind of approximation, which is implemented. It might be added
that the case d6e is not very common during front progression and therefore the elliptical
approximation serves here well.
In FBP, there is no need for special treatment of the singularity point at the contact location

between the resin and the �bre surface (	rtk ∩	ftk ). In the case of neglected contact angle
formation, resin progression along the �bre surface is ensured by the neighbouring point
motion from 	rtk (Figure 8(a)). If contact angle is formed, in FBP additional circular surface
is created (Figure 8(b)) in order to adjust exactly to the given angle. This radius as well
as the contact angle are accurately measurable characteristics, depending on the properties of
the three phases: resin–�bre–air, and must enter the analysis as known parameters. Correct
position of the additional circle is determined by software Maple module.
As shown in Reference [20], free boundary progression pattern in the same geometry and

for the same given contact angle is only dependent on capillary number Nc, de�ned as v�=�,
where v is a characteristic velocity component of the current case study; and there is no
dimensional factor, i.e. only the relative dimension of �bres and their arrangement matters.
In fact, real �bre size should be re�ected in the radius of the additional circular surface
for the contact angle adjustment, however, in real RTM problems this additional surface is
never so large to in�uence the bulk �ow front. When capillary number is low, the resin front
approaches the constant curvature surface directed by the contact angle and generally low
capillary number creates more favourable conditions for injection in view of air entrapment.
It was concluded in Reference [20], that surface tension in�uence at the microlevel cannot be
neglected. If it was omitted, all progressions would have the same pattern as for Nc =∞.
A negative e�ect of low capillary number in view of numerical simulation is that the resin

front is more sensitive to the time step magnitude and unphysical non-smoothness are more
probable to occur. The resin front 	rtk can start to oscillate due to these factors, as it is
shown in Figure 9. If the time step is doubled (Figure 9(b)) with respect to the one used in
Figure 9(a), local curvature of the new front 	rtk+1 can be at some point unrealistically reversed,
creating high capillary pressure in the opposite direction, which will push the front more than
necessary against the �ow direction. This will create in the next step higher capillary pressure
acting in the �ow direction, pulling the front more than necessary in the �ow direction and
this process will lead to oscillations and instability. This phenomenon can stabilize and not
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a�ect the global results, but actually such resin progression will need more time steps than a
smooth front movement. For better control, a maximum normal advance (user input) is used
to calculate the actual time step �tk . Appropriate time step depends on many factors, therefore
the best method is to check the �ow pattern for oscillations and when it is detected, modify
parameters and restart the analysis from the last smooth front. This can be implemented in
the FBP in an automated way without user input or judgment.
Two stabilization techniques are implemented in FBP in order to decrease the possibility

of front oscillations, which can originate due to unphysical non-smoothness, as a result of
LMC violation. The �rst one is based on ‘parameter’ �, introduced in Equation (7a) as
�xi; �n; tk =�tkv

i
n; tk+� =(tk+1−tk)vin; tk+� . In a fully explicit approach �=0, however, more correctly

it might be assumed that

vin; tk+� =(v
i
n; tk + v

i
n; tk+1)=2= (v

i
n; tk + �

i
tk v
i
n; tk )=2= v

i
n; tk (1 + �

i
tk )=2 (8)

where parameter �itk can be calculated from LMC condition in the form

Ritk v
i
n; tk =(R

i
tk +�x

i
n; tk )v

i
n; tk+1 =�

i
tk (R

i
tk +�x

i
n; tk )v

i
n; tk (9)

where Ritk is curvature radius of the free front at x
i
tk . This procedure maintains better LMC

especially in signi�cantly curved regions, as it can be seen in Figure 10. An iterative algorithm
according to Equations (8) and (9) is included in FBP, where in the �rst iteration radius Ritk
from smooth curve approximation is implemented, while in consequent iterations areas formed
by straight lines are used to update �itk . The number of consequent iterations can be equal to
zero in the case of fully explicit approach, when �itk =1 ∀i; k.
The other stabilization algorithm of unphysical non-smoothness is explained in Figure 11.

When a ‘sharp’ angle on the �ow front is detected at xitk+1 , x
i
tk+1 is moved to the location

in the middle of the normal line, to the original front 	rtk , connecting its intersection with
a straight line between two neighbouring new points xi−1tk+1 and x

i+1
tk+1 and the sharp location.

Also, this algorithm is introduced in an iterative way. It does not include additional LMC
veri�cation, therefore it should not be used as principal, but only as a complementary stabi-
lization technique. Concept of the ‘sharpness’ is stated by the user, i.e. a maximum allowable
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Figure 10. Stabilization technique of LMC in signi�cantly curved fronts.
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Figure 11. Stabilization technique of unphysical non-smoothness shown on a part of a resin front
progression in the global co-ordinate system (x1; x2).

angle between the consequent frontal lines is introduced as an input parameter according to
the analysis under consideration.
Better LMC can obviously be obtained for �ner FE mesh, although, application of this

is not very straightforward. Reducing the element size and the time step �tk (determined
by the maximum front advance maxi�xin; tk+1) in a proportional manner does not improve the
stability of the �ow front. Therefore di�erent control is used for di�erent purposes. Key points
are distributed evenly along the �ow front and are used for the new front localization and
curvature determination. They cannot be very close to each other, as such positions would
increase the potential of unphysical non-smoothness. In this approach, generated frontal lines
can contain several FE nodes, with more nodes being used along key locations touching
some part of the boundary and the time step is reduced independently on the element size or
distances between key points.
As already pointed out, FBP is concerned only with the moving �ow front, therefore

ANSYS capabilities can be fully explored in each base analysis, including gravity, non-
Newtonian resin behaviour, coupling with heat transfer analysis and=or �bres deformation and
dislocation due to the resin passage. Adaptive h-method or other techniques for improvement
of accuracy with less computational time can also be implemented automatically.
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4. MESOLEVEL ANALYSIS

In mesolevel analysis liquid �owing along two di�erent levels have to be combined
together at each discretized time tk , which implies that Stoke’s problem in inter-tow spaces
�Srtk and Darcy’s problem in intra-tow regions �

Br
tk have to be solved. In fact, Darcy’s law must

be modi�ed to Brinkman’s equation, in order to account for viscous stress at the interface
between these two regions, 	Sr−Brtk =�Srtk ∩�Brtk , whose importance rapidly decreases with the
distance from 	Sr−Brtk ; 	Srtk and 	

Br
tk stand for the parts of the free boundary contained in the

Stoke’s and Brinkman’s region, Figure 12. In summary, the governing equations that must be
satis�ed are

In inter-tow spaces : ∇ · v=0 and ∇p=��v in �Srtk ; (Stoke’s problem) (10a)

In intra-tow spaces : ∇ · 〈v〉=0 and ∇〈p〉f =��〈v〉 − �K−1 · 〈v〉 in �Brtk
(Brinkman’s problem) (10b)

FLOTRAN can account for porous media in�uence by the introduction of distributed resis-
tance. Averaged values in Equation (10) are therefore important mainly from the theoretical
point of view, while numerically both, velocity and pressure, maintain their meanings as nodal
variables in both regions, preserving all necessary continuity requirements at 	Sr−Brtk .
It can be concluded from microlevel analysis in Reference [20], that in regular arrangements

forming single porous media with uniform pore size, the transition region can be replaced by
a sharp �ow front (allowing again adopting of quasi steady-state assumption), where capillary
pressure has a constant homogenized value and should be applied independently of the actual
free front curvature. Values de�ned in Reference [29] can be used with this purpose, as

Pc;L =
4� cos �(1− �t)

�tdf
and Pc;T =

2� cos �(1− �t)
�tdf

(11)

for �ows along (Pc;L) and across (Pc;T) �bre tows, respectively, where df is the single �bre
diameter and �t is intra-tow porosity.

4.1. Numerical issues

When both domains �Srtk and �
Br
tk are included in the numerical simulation, one has to be

careful with the interpretation of the free boundary condition (Equation (5) at microlevel)
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Figure 12. Schematic of �ow domain with designations related to Equations (10), (12) and (13).
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Figure 13. Treatment of the free boundary advance at the transition node.

and capillary pressure application (Equation (4a) at microlevel). Free boundary condition will
have two di�erent formulations as follows

@f
@t
+ v · ∇f=0 at 	Srtk (12a)

@f
@t
+
1
�t

〈v〉 · ∇f=0 at 	Brtk (12b)

Consequently, velocities extracted in intra-tow spaces for the new front determination 	Brtk+1
must be corrected by a factor 1=�t .
Regarding the capillary pressure application, it holds

�vn − p≈−p=−pc =− 2�H at 	Srtk (13a)

〈p〉f =Pc = 2�〈H 〉 at 	Brtk (13b)

From the other boundary conditions only Equation (4c) should be taken into account and
it is unchanged, when applied at Stoke’s boundary. The same methodology as described in
the previous section, including the two stabilization techniques, is used in FBP to track the
free front numerically at the mesolevel, only the adjustment of the contact angle is omitted,
because it does not apply here.
Now �rst problems in numerical simulation are clearly visible and are related to the

node at the intersection 	Srtk ∩	Brtk , which we will name as the transition node (Figure 13).
The problems are:

• application of Equation (12) is ambiguous at the transition node,
• application of Equation (13) is ambiguous at the transition node.

4.2. Solution

In order to eliminate this ambiguity, FE mesh around the transition node is re�ned, condition
from Equation (13) is not applied, but it is imposed in the way as it should be only at
proximal frontal nodes; and automatic correction of the free front to a straight line using two
adjacent new nodal positions, as it is shown in Figure 13, is implemented. Such treatment of
the transition node implemented in the FBP methodology can ensure correct results of free
front boundary pattern and GMC for relatively high capillary numbers.
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4.3. Veri�cation for simple cases

The �rst example, verifying the distributed resistance introduction, corresponds to the prob-
lem of homogenized (overall) permeability calculation. Flow across in-line arrangement of
cylindrical �bre tows with circular cross section of relative radius 0.3 and intra-tow porosity
�t =0:9 is considered. Let each tow contain 89 �bres of relative diameter 0.02 with in-line
arrangement, yielding intra-tow permeability of 1:28× 10−4 unit2. According to homogeniza-
tion techniques permeability equals to the averaged velocity when a unit macroscopic pressure
gradient is imposed on a saturated basic cell containing a unit viscosity liquid, i.e. no FBP
methodology is needed in this case. Periodicity of liquid velocity and anti-periodicity of oscil-
lating part of local pressure are applied at external cell boundaries, including simpli�cations
due to symmetry. Results are shown in Figure 14. Velocity and pressure distribution are
in agreement with expected and published results [30, 31]. Dimensionless homogenized per-
meability is determined as 0.0131, which corresponds to the 19% increase against 0.011 of
permeability of the same geometry with ‘impermeable tow’. It should be remarked in this
context, that homogenized permeability cannot depend only on �t , because dimensional factor
is always important. Numerical simulation results are dependent on the ‘dimensional’ intra-
tow permeability. The same value of 1:28 × 10−4 unit2 could be achieved e.g. for �t =0:6
and 10 �bres of relative diameter 0.12.
In order to verify correctness of the results, LMC error is also calculated and veri�ed as

an addition calculation performed by FBP. As the value of the total �uid �ux entering and
exiting each FE should be zero, the relative LMC error is de�ned as this total �uid �ux
divided by the square root of the FE area and by the maximum velocity magnitude associated
with this element. In this example, extreme values of LMC error (−0:037 and 0.037) are
almost isolated and are located close to the tow surface; but also values of −0:033 and 0.033
can be found along inlet and outlet boundaries. It can thus be concluded that the extreme
values of LMC error are of the same order in Stoke’s as well as Brinkman’s region and
therefore introduction of distributed resistance is well suited to model such �ows.
Next, veri�cation of numerical simulation results by FBP in intra-tow space with isotropic

permeability K between two horizontal plates separated by distance h (i.e. with no-slip con-
dition applied at the tow surface) is presented. This task has an analytical solution for the
stabilized steady-state horizontal velocity pro�le vx; its variation in vertical direction is

〈vx〉(y)=− K
�
d〈p〉f
dy

(
1− cosh((y − h=2)=√K)

cosh((h=2)=
√
K)

)
y∈ 〈0; h〉 (14)

It would not be useful to study steady-state �ow in fully saturated �bre tow, therefore the
analytical velocity pro�le is compared to the velocity vertical distribution in the stabilized
region of free boundary �ow in�ltration as determined by FBP. For numerical simulation, the
following values were chosen based on what is expected in a manufacturing environment: h =
0:5mm, constant inlet velocity 〈vx〉=1mm=s; resin viscosity �=0:05Pa s (which corresponds
e.g. to RTM6), �t =0:4 yielding dimensionless permeability for �ow across cylindrical �bres
with in-line arrangement of 5:68× 10−4. The �bre diameter used was 14:67 �m and distances
between their centres were selected to be 16:78 �m, which results in a permeability value of
1:6×10−7mm2. For the sake of simplicity zero homogenized capillary pressure is used in this
veri�cation example. Very �ne mesh close to the plate surfaces has to be used, because the
velocity pro�le is practically uniform for these input data and therefore must drop rapidly to
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Figure 14. Dimensionless velocity and pressure distribution in the saturated basic cell related to
calculation of the homogenized permeability.

zero in this region. The same velocity pro�le is predicted by the analytical result in Equation
(14). Unfortunately, the velocity distribution has strongly non-uniform shape for high value of
permeability, for instance 1:6×10−2 mm2, which is unrealistic for �ow across �bres in such a
thin cavity. Even though this study is of academic interest, it is used for the analytical value
veri�cation. It was veri�ed that in both cases the velocity pro�le exactly �ts the analytical
solution, the error in LMC is acceptable and the total resin injected area (two-dimensional
simulation) is in very good agreement with the analytical value, i.e. GMC is well-preserved.
Free boundary advancement in both simulations is shown in Figure 15. This veri�cation
example also allows one to study the in�uence of the no-slip condition at the wall boundaries
on the free front shape at the macrolevel (which cannot be achieved by standard simulation
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Figure 15. Free boundary advancement in validation example
(left: the academic case, right: the real case).

Figure 16. FE mesh for the problem of the total outlet �ux adjustment, di�erent colours correspond to
�lled regions in inter-tow space (blue) and in intra-tow space (violet).

codes), i.e. the appropriateness of the plug �ow assumption [32], when no race tracking
occurs. Our conclusion might be slightly di�erent from that presented in Reference [32], but
this is not the aim of this paper.

4.4. Strategies low capillary number �ows

In the case of very low capillary numbers FBP methodology as described in the previous
text is not su�cient to preserve an acceptable numerical solution. Especially GMC can be
violated, which can be veri�ed in FBP at each discretized time by calculation of the total
�uid �ux at the outlet, i.e. at the free boundary. Alternative strategies are therefore suggested,
explained and veri�ed in the following example.
Let us show the following example: cylindrical �bre tows in in-line arrangement have

elliptical cross section with principal semi-axes 0.8 and 0:35mm and distances between centres
2 and 1mm in horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. Resin is injected at the left-hand
side of the specimen with constant uniformly distributed velocity v0 = 1mm=s along the height
h=0:5 mm. Resin properties are: viscosity �=0:05 Pa s and surface tension �=0:02 N=m,
yielding the capillary number as 0.0025. Intra-tow porosity is 0.4, giving the total porosity of
0.736. Same dimensions of �bres are used as in the previous veri�cation example implying
K =1:6× 10−7 mm2. According to Reference [29], for a contact angle of 60◦, Pc can be
estimated as 2 kPa.
At �rst, dependence of the total outlet �ux on the ‘ambiguous’ value of the pressure at the

transition node was studied. It was veri�ed that this dependence is linear, permitting in two
iterative steps to calculate the value to be applied, and in the third step to obtain the correct
value of the total outlet �ux. At a particular time of the problem, the currently �lled region
with FE mesh is shown in Figure 16. With no capillary pressure introduced at the transition
node, the outlet �ux is −0:67 mm2=s instead of +0:5 mm2=s and the calculated pressure at
the transition node is −53:6 Pa. With capillary pressure +2:7 kPa (calculated by the iterations
described above) imposed at the transition node, the exact outlet �ux of +0:5 mm2=s is
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Figure 17. TIA of the analysis with correction stabilization with extracted velocities,
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compared with the analytical value.

obtained. Unfortunately, such an approach only distorts local velocities around and especially
at the transition node, without the capability to further reduce the LMC error, which is for
low capillary numbers concentrated along the free boundary in Stoke’s region. Therefore other
techniques must be used in order to decrease this error along 	Srtk .
The two following approaches are suggested:

• When analogy with incompressible elasticity could be used for Stoke’s �ow, no LMC
error concentration around the free front was detected. There is no such simple anal-
ogy for mesolevel analysis, but at least velocities or pressures at the interface 	Sr−Brtk
can be extracted from the original FLOTRAN analysis and additional analysis could be
performed, to recalculate velocity distribution in �Srtk at each time step. It was veri�ed
that such corrections can be signi�cant and we can call this approach as correction
stabilization.

• The other approach is based on the fact that to eliminate LMC along the free boundary
in Stoke’s region, capillary pressure to be applied on 	Srtk cannot vary much from one key
position to another, but should be stabilized before being applied. Since it was concluded
at microlevel, that for low capillary number free front 	rtk approaches constant curvature
shape, least square approximation of the capillary pressure by constant or linear function
would be desirable. This procedure can be named as smooth stabilization.

In order to compare the e�ectiveness of these two stabilizations, GMC veri�cation in the
previous problem was performed, i.e. the total injected resin area (TIA) from in�ltrations
with correction stabilization and smooth stabilization was compared to TIA from the original
analysis (i.e. analysis with neither correction nor smooth stabilization implemented, but with
stabilizations from the previous section incorporated) and to TIA analytical value, which is
in this case v0 h t=0:5t. In Figure 17 TIA of the analysis with correction stabilization with
extracted velocities at 	Sr−Brtk , with correction stabilization with extracted pressure at 	Sr−Brtk ,
and TIA of the original analysis is compared to the analytical value. It is seen that TIA
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Figure 19. Part of free �ow fronts pattern from the analysis with smooth stabilization with constant
capillary pressure approximation (above) and correction stabilization with velocities extraction (below).

of the correction stabilization with extracted velocities at 	Sr−Brtk acceptably approaches the
analytical values. However, correction stabilization has a disadvantage as other FLOTRAN
capabilities related to non-Newtonian liquids, coupling with thermal analysis and inclusion of
�bre deformation and dislocation would be lost.
Better results were obtained with smooth stabilization implemented, for both linear and

constant approximation of the capillary pressure in Stoke’s region. In Figure 18 there is a
noticeable drop in TIA in early time steps, but this error maintains its magnitude and does not
increase along �lling time as in the correction stabilization. Free boundary pattern is compared
in Figure 19 for correction stabilization with velocity extraction and smooth stabilization with
constant capillary pressure approximation. Not much di�erence can be found between these
two patterns, because in these two cases GMC was well-preserved, nevertheless, free fronts
from the smooth stabilization are more evenly spaced and are smoother.
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5. CONCLUSION

In this article, free boundary progression pattern at micro and mesolevel �lling of RTM man-
ufacturing process determined by FBP was discussed. FBP is a free boundary program that
integrates routines and interconnecting moduli written in Ansys Parametric Design Language
(APDL), FORTRAN and Maple, applied directly to FLOTRAN CFD ANSYS module. Stabi-
lization techniques described in this article were mainly introduced because of the LMC error
concentrated along the free boundary of the Stoke’s region and are mainly necessary for low
capillary number sensitive in�ltrations. No problems were detected at the interface between
the saturated tow surface and �lled inter-tow space.
It should be stressed that FBP belongs to the group of moving mesh algorithms, because

free front curvature has been found to be essential to incorporate surface tension e�ects. FBP
has the possibility of restarting the analysis from a speci�ed time step and of modifying
parameters related to the analysis for each time step. Implemented stabilization techniques are
directed by user speci�ed values and calculation of several characteristics averages to be used
in homogenization procedures is also included. FBP has full capability of capturing voids
formation and of prediction process and material parameters for favorable �lling without risk
of dry spots formation. An important step for further development of FBP would be to extend
it to three-dimensional problems.
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